1 Reinier Brandt, Pastry-basket, Amsterdam, 1776, silver, /. 28,5 cm, Dublin, National Museum of Ireland. Foto National Museum. work and the base is a row of open ovals connected by small discs. Beneath medallions and handles are small legs; in contrast to the main part in Louis-XVI style, these four legs and the ornaments on top of the handle are still in Louis-XV style. Probably such baskets were used for serving pastry, while the somewhat larger examples functioned as bread-baskets. The latter were, however, often supplied with a loose inner framework with round openings, in which bottles for oil and vinegar could be placed, crowned in the middle with a silver castor for pepper. Thus by this addition the basket could be used equally for bread and on the dinner-table. Such a bread-basket, of which the decoration is nearly identical, made by Reynier Brandt (length 39 cm) has been preserved ( fig. 2) . 6 The marks show, that in this case the object was made two years earlier, in 1774. The Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam owns an equally related basket from 1775 ( fig. 3) . There, however, the still rather rococo inspired voluted feet, have been replaced by much more classical claws clasping a ball.7 Unfortunately, nothing much is known about the provenance of the Dublin basket; it was bought by the Museum in 1905. Nevertheless it is an agreable surprise to be confronted on a visit to this Irish museum with such an attractive example of the Dutch art of silversmithwork from the 18th century.
